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Tempered glass Nillkin 3D CP + MAX  for Xiaomi 12 Pro / 12S

Nillkin 3D CP+ MAX tempered glass for Xiaomi 12 Pro/12S Pro
Make sure your smartphone is properly protected. The Nillkin tempered glass is tailored to fit the screen of the Xiaomi 12 Pro/12S Pro
and is distinguished by its hardness of 9H. What's more, it is resistant to fingerprints, and you won't have any problems installing it.
 
Versatile protection
The  Nillkin  tempered  glass  consists  of  5  layers,  including  an  oleophobic,  shock-resistant  and  anti-glare  coating,  so  you  can  use  your
device comfortably  and safely.   Its  thickness is  only  0.33 mm, and installation is  quick and easy,  so you won't  have any problems.  In
addition, the product works with all models of Nillkin cases.
 
Thoughtful design
The production of the glass uses CNC process, laser cutting, bending, etc., which affects its strength. In addition, 3D technology makes
the glass blend perfectly with the device and covers the curved screen completely. What's more, its light transmittance is 99.9%, so it
doesn't change colors. It also does not affect the screen's touch sensitivity.
 
Manufacturer
Nillkin
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Name
Nillkin 3D CP+ MAX tempered glass for Xiaomi 12 Pro/12S Pro
Fits
 Xiaomi 12 Pro/12S Pro
Material
AGC glass imported from Japan
Dimensions
159.11 x 72.72 mm
Weight
9.5 g

Preço:

Antes: € 9.9999

Agora: € 9.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Tempered glass, For the smartphone
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